
HOUSE 5150
By Mr. Cohen of Andover (by request), petition of Karl Haartz for

the adoption of resolutions memorializing the Congress of the United
States to provide directions for solving the vexing problems of how to
safely dispose of atomic and other radioactive residues and wastes.
Federal Financial Assistance.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventy-Eight

RESOLVE FOR PROVIDING THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES WITH
DIRECTIONS FOR SOLVING THE VEXING PROBLEM OF HOW TO SAFELY
DISPOSE ATOMIC AND OTHER RADIO ACTIVE RESIDUES AND WASTES.

1 Resolved, That the General Court of Massachusetts respectful-
-2 ly urges that The Congress of the United States consider that from
3 the beginning of time man’s innovations have been found to
4 contain within themselves whatever is necessary for the adequate
5 control of the new power brought forth by them; that our Earth,
6 not to mention the Universe, is an example of an entity containing
7 all that is necessary to keep itself in balance however great may be
8 its temporary imbalances; that the Earth employes its several and
9 various cybernetic, or causing effect functions to this end and that
10 it could not exist if it did not have this capability in abundance and
11 that The Congress consider the following solution for the
12 seemingly vexing problem of safe disposal of used radio active
13 materials and related residues and that The Congress direct the
14 Executive department of the government to proceed apace to drill
15 into Earth, say five thousand, or ten thousand, or even thirty
16 thousand feet if necessary and there detonate an atomic device of
17 sufficient size and controlled radiation, then rebore into the cavity
18 made, inspect with TV, determine the capacity available and then
19 use the cavity for disposal of atomic waste and other related
20 residues, and that The Congress order that three of these facilities
21 be made (perhaps one or more already exists at the Nevada
22 Proving Grounds) one in the western part, one in the central and
23 one in the eastern part of the United States and that Congress
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24 instruct The Presidency that it should not accede to any treaty
25 (bargain) that precludes the testing and use of atomic power along
26 this line and, that it would be less than prudent to assume that the
27 Soviet countries have not already perfected and placed into
28 operation this method for safe disposal of radio active residues
29 and, that in sum this entire situation suggests the imprudence of
30 making any agreement which precludes the United States from
31 making atomic and otheradio active tests because within the bomb
32 itself lies the secret of controlling itself and its effects; just as has
33 been proved to be the case with respect to all other useful and vital
34 innovations brought about and into existence by the inhabitants of
35 Earth living, for the most part, in the North Temperate Zone, and
36 be it further
37 Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be sent forthwith by
38 the Secretary of the Commonwealth to the President of the United
39 States, to the presiding officer of each branch of the Congress, to
40 His Excellency, The Governor of this Commonwealth, to each
41 member of both Houses of the Congress of The United States, to
42 the Governor of each Stale of The United States and to the
43 principal library of each town, city, public school system and
44 public and private college or university within this Com-
-45 monwealth.
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